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Theorem 6.   Let M be a summand of a direct sum of modules of torsion

free rank one.   Then S(e, Al) = g(e, Al), for any equivalence class e of height

sequences.
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ABSTRACT.   It is shown that if an algebra has more than one element, is

freely generated in some variety by one element and has a cancellative endo-

morphism semigroup then it generates a minimal quasivariety.   This is used

to construct uncountably many minimal quasivarieties of groupoids that are

not varieties.

A quasivariety [l] JÍ  of algebras will be called implicationally complete

or minimal if K has exactly two subquasivarieties, namely, K  itself and the

class of all singleton (one element) algebras.   By a proper quasivariety we

mean a quasivariety which is not a variety.

In the case of semigroups there are countably infinitely many minimal

quasivarieties, only one of which is proper [3].   For groupoids in general
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there are [3] uncountably many minimal quasivarieties.

In this note we prove two theorems.

Theorem 1.    There are continuum many proper minimal quasivarieties of

groupoids.

Our proof of the above theorem uses the following result which is of

considerable generality and of possible independent interest.

Theorem 2.    Let  ¥ be a nonsingleton algebra freely generated by one

element in some variety.    Let the endomorphism semigroup End (F)   of F  be

cancellative.    Then the quasivariety generated by  F  is implicationally com-

plete.

Our proof of Theorem 1, with some modifications, carries through for

some other types of algebras, e.g., commutative groupoids, algebras with at

least one binary operation and so on.   Theorem 1 and these related results

may be compared with Kalicki [2] where similar results are proved for mini-

mal varieties.

We now turn to the proofs of our theorems.   For this we need some defi-

nitions and lemmas.

Let  W be the set of all words [l] in one variable x and one binary oper-

ation +;   so that the "word groupoid"  (W, +) is the absolutely free monogenic

groupoid.   On  W  we define another binary operation   " ■ "  by:   v-w= v(w),

where as usual v(w) denotes the word obtained from v(x) by substituting w

for x in v(x).   [For example,  (x + x) ■ (x + x) = ((x + x) + (x + x)).] We shall

often write  vw for v • w.

It is immediately seen that  (W, ») is a semigroup with identity  x,  that

\W, ■) is isomorphic to  End((W, +))  and that  " • "  distributes on the right

over +.   Moreover, as noted in [4],  (W, ■) is free (in the variety of all monoids).

Our first lemma, which we shall find very useful, concerns congruences

over the algebra (W, + , •).

Lemma 1.    Let p  be a congruence over (W, + , 0  such that (W, -)/p   is

right cancellative (i.e., satisfies the implication vu = wu—>v = w).   Let  v =

v(x), w = w(x)  be any two words in W.    Then:

(1.1) v = w(p)

if and only if the identity Vy(v(y) = w(y)) holds in (W, +)/p;

(1.2) v 4 w(p)

if and only if the "negation"  Vy(v(y) 4 w(y)) holds in (W, +)/p.
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Proof.   (1.1)   If v = w(p) then  vu = wu(p^ for all  u £ W.   That is,  v(u) =

w(u)(p) for all  u £ W,  which is precisely what it means to say that  VyMy) =

w(y)) holds in (W, +)/p.   Conversely, if v(u) = w(u)(p) for all  u £ W then  v

= w(p) follows by taking  u = x.

(1.2)   Since (W, -)/p  is right cancellative, therefore  v 4 w(p) implies

v(u) 4 w(u)(p) for all u £ W.   Hence   Jy(v(y) 4 w(y)) holds in  (W, +)/p.   The

converse follows by taking y = x in the given negation.

Proof of Theorem 2.   We prove the theorem for groupoids, the general

case being similar.

It follows from the proof of Lemma 1  (1.1) that every congruence over

(W, + , -) is a fully invariant [l]  congruence over (W, +)  and conversely.

Also, for every congruence p over (W, + , -) the semigroup (W, •)/p is iso-

morphic to  EndUU7, +)/p).    In view of these two remarks Theorem 2 will be

proved if we show that (W, +)/p generates a minimal quasivariety for every

congruence p over (W, + , ■)  such that  (W, •)/p is right cancellative.   For

this let 3Í    be the quasivariety generated by such a (W, +)/p.   Let K  be a

subquasivariety of K „ K 4 K_.   We show that K  is trivial (i.e., contains

only singleton groupoids).

Let

ptiy v • • • > y„) = qfr,. • ■ ■ - y«) & ■ ■ • & pjyv ' ' ' > yJ = ̂ v ''• ■• yj

(a) — p(y,, •••, y„) = ?(yi>,,,> yj

be an implication of K  which does not hold in  (W, +)/p,  where in writing (a)

we have omitted universal quantifiers following a general practice.   (Such

an implication exists since K 4 K J.   That (a) does not hold in (W, +)/p

means that there exist u., ■••, u    £ W such that modulo p  we have

•

?™(bi' "••' a«)a**(ai' "•' O«

M«,. •••> «„) ?M",> •••, «„)•

By Lemma 1 this implies that the identities

p j(a j(y), • • •, an(y)) = q^u ¿y), • • ■ , «„(y))

(b)

the negation

i>(a,(y), • ■ •, «„(y)) ¿ fU^y), • • •, «n(y)),

and therefore the implication
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(c) M",(y), ■••, un(y)) = a(zzj(y), • • • , u^y)) -> y = z

hold in (W, +)/p. Then (b) and (c) hold in all groupoids of A and hence of

K. Now (a), (b) and (c) imply the identity y - z for A. This completes our

proof.

Remark 1.   It follows from the above proof that in Theorem 2 the assump-

tion of End (F) being cancellative can be weakened to the assumption that

End (F)  is left or right cancellative according as the product   F     ► F—> F

of two endomorphisms <tj, </r  is written as i/zc/j  or <7ji/'.

Our next two general lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2.   // p, 0 are distinct congruences over (W, + , •) such that

(W, -)/p and (W, -)/6 are cancellative, then the quasivarieties A  , Ag, gen-

erated by (W, +)/p, (W, +)/$ respectively, intersect trivially.

Proof.   Since  p 4 0, we can assume, without loss of generality, that  v =

w(p), v 4 u>(6) for some  v, w £ W.   Then by Lemma 1   v(y) = w(y)  is an identi-

ty of A    and  v(y) = w(y)—> y = z is an implication of Kg.   Hence y = z is

an identity of A   PlKg and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.    Let  (L, C) be the partly ordered set of congruences p  over

(W,+ , •) such that  (W, •)/'p  is right cancellative and nonsingleton.   If p £ L

is not a maximal element of (L, C"l  then Afl is a proper quasivariety.

Proof.    By assumption, there exists  6 £ L, p 4 d, p C d, such that

(W, +)/d is nonsingleton or Kg is nontrivial.   If K _ is a variety then

(W, +)/0, being a homomorphic image of (W, +)/p, belongs to A     and hence

AgCK  .   This contradicts Lemma 2 since A.nK.g= S\g  is nontrivial.

We now define some special congruences over (W, + , •)  which we shall

use to prove Theorem 1.

Let R C W.   Define  mod R  to be the congruence over (W, + , •) genera-

ted by  \(r, x); r £ R\;  so that  (W, +)/mod R  is the monogenic free groupoid

in the variety defined by the identities   Vy(r(y) = y), r £ R.   The congruences

mod R  are studied in some detail in [4].   Here we only need the following

lemma which follows directly from Corollary 3.2, Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 4.1

of [4].

Lemma 4.   Let  R, S C \(x + x)n + x; n = 1, 2, 3, • • • I-   Then:

(4.1) The monoid (W, 0/mod R  is free (in the variety of all monoids).

(4.2) If R4 S  then mod R 4 mod S.

In what follows  0  will always denote a subset of \(x + x)n + x; « = 3,

4, • • • S.   By Lemma 4 (4.2),
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(x +■ x) + x, (x + x)    + x 4 x (mod Q)

and therefore (W, +)/mod Q  is nonsingleton.   The fact that (x + x) + x,

(x + x)   + x are excluded from  Q will be used in the proof of Theorem 1

below.

Let  W„   denote the groupoid (W, +)/mod 0  and let Kq denote the quasi-

variety generated by  W„.   Note that Kq  is nontrivial.

Proof of Theorem 1.   By Lemma 4 (4.1) and the proof of Theorem 2 it

follows that K„  is minimal.   By Lemma 4 (4.2) and Lemma 2 we see that

the function  Q—-K«   is one-to-one.   Theorem 1 will therefore be proved if

we show that Kq  is proper.   For this we use Lemma 3 and show that mod Q

is not maximal in (L, Ç).   Let

R = Q U \(x + x)2 + x\,       S = Q U {(x + x) + x, (x + x)2 + x\.

Then by Lemma 4 (4.2) mod Q, mod R and mod S ate distinct; so that we

have mod Q C mod R C mod S, where each inclusion is proper. It follows

that mod Q  cannot be maximal in (L, Ç   , and our proof is complete.
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